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Book Reviews 
S. S. GELBART, Automa*phic Forms on ADle Groups, Princeton University Press, 1975, 
267 pp. The exposition is tight and exacting, though cryatalliie. The reader ia expected 
to carry a substantial amount of baggage with him before undertaking the journey. 
Nevertheless, the feeling one gets is that this is one of the centers of the action in present- 
day mathematics. Congratulations to the author for what must have been a strenuous 
tour-de-force. 
Seminaire Bourbaki, Vol. 19751976, exposb 471-488, Springer, 1977,303 pp. Despite 
the strong centripetal force of the Bourbaki group, this seminar has managed to reproduce 
in mathematics what Paris once used to be in all other fields of Kultur: the central exchange 
of marketable wares. Any mathematics that meets the exacting standards of elegance of 
all things French will be reported upon here, and a pleasure it is to read it. 
R. J. FOGELIN, Wittgenstein, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1976, 223 pp. The most 
thorough and perceptive account of Wittgenstein to date. Wittgenstein’a views on the 
foundations of mathematics can no longer be ignored by mathematicians-they are too 
clever. A book lie this eases the painful descent into the philosophical Maelstrom of 
Wittgenstein’s philosophy. 
A. M. WEINBERG, An Introduction to General Systems Thinking,. Wiley, 1975, 279 pp. 
Of some fields it is difficult to tell whether they are sound or phony. Perhaps they are 
both. Perhaps the decision depends on the circumstances, and it changes with time. At 
any rate, it is not an objective fact like “the moon is made of green cheese.“Some subjects 
start out with impeccable credentials. catastrophe theory for instance, and then turn out 
to resemble a three-dollar bill. Others, like dynamic programming, have to overcome a 
questionable background before they are reluctantly recognized to be substantial and 
useful. It is a tough world, even for the judgment-pronouncers. 
R. B. MURA AND A. RHJCMTULLA, Orderable Groups, Dekker, 1977, 197 pp. Little as 
we care for the no doubt engrossing and possibly fruitful activity of ordering groups, 
we must admit that this book is well-enough written to make it all but plausible, and in 
spots even inspiring. 
M. Lokv~, F’robability Theory I, 4th ed., Springer, 1977, 425 pp. Any book at this 
advanced level that reaches its fourth edition must be really something. And it is. A com- 
pendium of all probability short of stochastic processes, probably the most influential 
book in the field since Doob. 
R. ABE, Statistical Mechanics, University of Tokyo Press, 1975, 178 pp. Weirdly 
understandable in an uncanny way, this book has made clear to the reviewer a number of 
basic concepts of physics, which on closer inspection revealed themselves to be just 
variants of old mathematical ideas. Perhaps the old clichk about Latin clarity should 
make way for a new c&h& about Japanese lucidity. 
E. J. HAMMAN, Multiple Time Series, Wiley, 1970, 536 pp. Everything you ever 
wanted to know ahout time series, and were not afraid to ask. 
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